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ABSTRACT  

             This paper aimed to analyse the moves (rhetorical structures) of the 

introduction part in student’s master thesis. Therefore, several master 

theses have been chosen from the master of Applied Linguistics program to 

be analysed using CACA (computer-assisted corpus analysis). The objective 

of this study is to identify the presence of moves in the master thesis using 

CACA method. Besides that, an analysis on the part of speech has also been 

carried out in this research. The methodology applied in this study is 

important as it tends to study the linguistic constitutions which are applied 

in the genre-specific corpus of the English for academic purpose (EAP). This 

study intends to identify the problems that postgraduates face with their 

thesis writing in Malaysian public universities. This research is limited only 

to the field of applied linguistics. This research is quite new in the 

Malaysian context because up until now most genre analysis in Malaysia 

has focused on analysing research article's writing. Analysis of thesis 

writing will be a new venture that should be explored in depth. This 

research will shed some light on the introduction chapter in writing the 

thesis. By the end of this study, the researcher will introduce a writing 

framework that will be useful for master's students who are in the field of 

applied linguistics. 

 Preliminary study has been carried out and the results show the presence of new steps and 

moves which is used as the stepping stone for this research to be carried out. This research can be 

used as a guideline by the postgraduates who are enrolled in the applied linguistics program in order 

to write their thesis better. A new framework for thesis writing will be formed as an outcome of this  
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study. This framework can be used by the educators and also the students to write a better 

introduction for their thesis. Besides that, this research will also be a source of reference for future 

research to be carried out in different disciplines. This is because there are several conventional 

ways in writing thesis according to a different discipline. The style of writing for the Applied 

linguistics field might differ when compared to writing a science thesis. Moreover, this research will 

also employ a new method known as computer-assisted corpus analysis (CACA). CACA method will 

be used in this research to show the corpus-based study using computers is both time and energy 

saving compared to the conventional method which is done manually without using the computer. 

However, there are still very few studies on computer-based syntactical studies since they are time-

consuming and the method for describing the results is complicated. The data obtained from the 

thesis will be analysed using CLAWS software UCREL CLAWS7 Tagset and AntConc which is a 

concordance software used to calculate the frequency. For supporting the quantitative data, a 

qualitative instrument will be used which is interviewing. Several field experts will be interviewed to 

validate and strengthen the data gathered. Therefore, this paper will present an unsophisticated 

method of analysis and also increase the genre analysis study using the present POS (part-of-speech) 

tagging software offered online.  

 

 

Keywords: Moves Analysis, Master’s Thesis, Rhetorical Structures, CACA (Computer-Assisted Corpus Analysis),  

                         Academic Writing.  
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ABSTRACT  

              Study on the effect of ending consonants on the vowel's length is a 

great issue to be highlighted as vowel's length can be affected by some 

segmental influences including tongue height, place of articulation and 

stop/fricative properties of the following consonants, as well as pitch, 

stress, and the fact of a syllable is open or closed (Lehiste, 1970). (Chen, 

1970; House, 1961; House and Fairbanks, 1953; Klatt, 1973; Lisker, 1978; 

Ma16cot, 1970; Peterson and Lehiste, 1900) stated that the identification 

of vowel before voiced consonants are longer than before voiceless 

consonants. However, in order to establish the vowel length in a language 

is not always straightforward. Halle (1977) stated that in English, there are 

possibilities for the existence and non-existence of the vowel length. As an 

example, "peat" can be analysed as having a long vowel as contrasted to 

"pit". The present study examined the effect of voicing on pre-stopped 

vowel duration. In addition, it focused only on stop articulation particularly 

on /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, and /g/. It aimed to discover to what extent do 

word-final consonant affect the preceding vowel duration. The result 

extracted from this study was analysed using the quantitative analysis. 

Vowel duration was measured using Praat analysis as it provides the exact 

duration one can get. According to (Boersma &Weenink 1992-2013), Praat 

is capable of creating publication-quality graphics, and also acts as tools for 

analysing, synthesizing and manipulating speech and other sounds that are 

bundled into a single integrated computer program. Praat software will 

provide waveforms indicating vowel duration. The list of words was 

categorized accordingly based on voiceless and voiced stop articulation; 

/p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, and /g/. Table 1 below shows the pre-stopped vowels 

according to the voiceless and voiced stop articulation.  
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Sound Voiceless Voiced 

 

/p/ 

pick pig 

 pat pad 

 

/t/ 

tack tag 

 tuck tug 

/k/ kit kid 

 cup cub 

 

/b/ 

back bag 

 bet bed 

 

/d/ 

duck dug 

 dip dib 

 

/g/ 

get ged 

 got god 

Table 1: Voiceless and Voiced Articulation 

 

 

Then, the list of words is jumbled up in order to see the consistency of the participants. Two 

participants were chosen and a repetition of the process was required in order to evaluate the 

consistency of vowel duration in pronouncing the words provided. Data collected from Praat analysis 

were then analysed using the SPSS software in order to find the descriptive statistics. Table 2 shows 

the jumbled-up words used in this study. 
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

cup cab pat bud duck Tag 

cap fad cab fat dug Back 

dap duck fad bag cub Fat 

but cub back cap fat Dap 

fat bag bud tack cap Cab 

pat back cap cub bag Fad 

back cap bag cab pat Pad 

duck dab fat dap fad Dug 

tack dug cub fad cup Duck 

cub cup dug back bud Pat 

cab but tack dug pad Cup 

dab bud dap pat back Bud 

bud pat tag duck dab Cub 

fad tack but pad cab Cap 

pad tag cup dab but Bag 

bag fat dab cup tag Tack 

dug dap pad tag tack But 

tag pad duck but dap Dab 

Table 2: Jumbled up words 

As a conclusion, the author believes that voicing (voiceless and voiced consonants) does affect the 

pre-stopped vowel duration. In this project, the Praat and SPSS software was used to inspire the 

reader to actively engage with data. 

 

 Keywords: Pre-Stopped, Vowel Duration, Voiceless, Voices, Consonants, Vowels. 
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ABSTRACT  

              Writing has consistently been considered as a big issue for ESL 

students to master. One of the most effective methods offered for 

improving students’ writing skill is known as reciprocal teaching strategies 

(RTS) developed by Palincsar and Brown (1984). Since this interesting 

method and the perceptions towards it have not been paid too much 

attention by teachers, even by native speaking teachers, this study 

investigates the effect of reciprocal teaching of reading strategies on ESL 

students’ writing improvement. A total number of 50 students from a 

selected school in Malaysia participated. They were divided into two main 

groups; the experimental group and the control group. Only the 

experimental group received the treatment though. Methodologically, this 

study employed a Quali-Quanti (mixed) research sequential design 

including 3 phases; pre-test, intervention, and post-test. During the pre-

test, the participants were required to write about a given topic; in 

intervention stage, reciprocal teaching was taught to them; and through 

the post-test, the participants were asked to write about the same topic for 

another time. Data were collected and then analysed using 2 main 

software; Computer Assisted Corpus Analysis (for text/corpus analysis) and 

Nvivo 10 (for interviews' analysis). An observation was the other beneficial 

tool that helped the researcher of this study with data collection and data 

analysis. The outcome of the study, both quantitatively and qualitatively, 

revealed the positive impact of reciprocal teaching strategies on 

participants' writing skill after the intervention. The main contributions of 

this study include the suggestion of a new method of teaching and learning 
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writing with the aid of an uncomplicated and effective computer-based 

tool known as Computer-Assisted Corpus Analysis (CACA) developed by 

Manvender (2012, 2014). It is a contribution to Malaysia's Ministry of 

Education that has always been concerned with the English proficiency of 

Malaysian students.   

 

Keywords: Corpus analysis, ESL, reading strategies, reciprocal teaching 

strategies, writing skill.  
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ABSTRACT  

             In recent years, digital genres have emerged tremendously, 

encouraging the use of the Internet and software applications. Globally, 

this phenomenon has brought forward an era of technology-based 

communication which includes online media-based communication such as 

online newspapers, for example, the STAR Online and The News Strait 

Times Online. Reading of newspapers has now been mainly confined to 

online accessing and reading news articles. Despite various studies 

conducted on the evolution of news genres from the printed to the online 

versions, there are scarcely found any study focusing on specific roles 

played by discourse markers in the online versions of news articles from 

the language and textual aspects. Bhatia (1993) for example, focused more 

on the contents and structure of the news and how it was produced rather 

than on specific registers of the texts. These researches are more inclined 

towards sociology, pedagogy, politics and cognitive. On the other hand, in 

Malaysia, research on English for Specific Purpose (ESP) in newspaper texts 

and genres is minimal. This language-specific use of discourse markers 

poses a challenge for L2 learners. Discourse markers are an important 

factor for the lack of coherence in L2 writing, especially at the advanced 

levels. The weakness in English proficiency can be seen throughout the 

primary, secondary and tertiary level.  

 Based on a study carried out by Hamzah and Karuppiah (2010) regarding the coherence in 

writing among English Second Language learners in UTM, Malaysia, they found that students indeed 

faced problems with coherence in writing whereby they focused more on the sentence and word 

level rather than the textual coherence. Besides that, Melor Md Yunus & Siti Nor Fatimah Harris  
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(2014) carried out an observation on 4 student essay writing form and realized that they have a 

problem understanding the position and the functions of discourse markers and lacked variety when 

writing. This trend leads to graduates looking for employment, armed with insufficient English 

knowledge. Because of their crucial role in achieving a successful communicative act in a text, 

discourse markers are key elements in text production and perception. In order to produce 

acceptable, natural, and communicatively effective texts, text-producers are required to use 

discourse markers in a certain way that is expected and accepted by their text-receivers. Misusing 

these items renders the texts unnatural, affects their acceptability and increases the chances of 

communication breakdowns. Therefore, studying the function of discourse markers as elements that 

ensure the texts' acceptability, naturalness, and effectiveness is indispensable for studying texts in 

any language. The present study will be conducted with the aim to investigate the form and the level 

of functionality of the discourse markers in the cyber-genre of a newspaper. The aim of this study is 

to identify the frequency and types of discourse markers used by authors of published online 

newspaper articles namely the STAR Online newspaper in Malaysia. 30 online newspaper articles 

were analysed in order to create a genre-specific corpus and to conduct a genre analysis of the 

discourse markers used in the texts from the STAR online newspaper. The articles are compiled into 

a genre-specific representative corpus, to be known as the Corpus of Online Newspaper Articles 

(CorONAS). The present study will draw upon qualitative and quantitative interpretations of the data 

analysed, using the 2 research instruments mentioned earlier; the researcher and the corpus. There 

are five (5) stages involved: Determining the corpus of discourse, examining the corpus, corpus 

tagging, transfer raw data to a form of electronic data and data analysis. The data will be analysed 

using 2 steps. The first step is by using CLAWS software UCREL CLAWS7 Tagset. The second step is 

using AntConc which is a concordance software used to calculate the frequency.  

 

  Keywords: Corpus Analysis, Discourse Markers, Online News Papers, Malaysia. 
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ABSTRACT  

               Academic discourse has its own style of writing that requires certain skills 

or even some experiences. It is a requirement for every student to learn academic 

writing in the university as all the written projects there will be assessed to 

measure their progress in learning and understanding. Academic writing should be 

formal, organized, accurate, referenced, and clear, in a way that can be read and 

understood readily by readers. Postgraduate students faced many difficulties 

largely because of numerous writing assignments they have to do in a short period 

of time. Due to this, students tend to rely on the online academic services whereby 

they become dependent on it. Some of the problem faced by students in writing is 

losing the ability to organize or build block structure, choosing appropriate words, 

presenting clear idea without confusion and ambiguity, using appropriate formal 

style. Therefore, this study aims to explore the academic writing difficulties faced 

by Iraqi postgraduate students at the University of Babylon. It also tries to provide 

possible solutions that may help postgraduate students in the area of academic 

writing. Adding to that, this paper tries to answer the question `which aspect of 

their writing practice do the students find most challenging`. A questionnaire will 

be used to collect data; two questions will be given (open and closed questions). 

Samples will be taken from the University of Babylon and they are master and 

Ph.D. students. 

Keywords: Academic Writing, Iraqi Postgraduate Students, University of Babylon. 
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ABSTRACT  

            Research abstracts have gained extreme importance due to the 

huge academic information in the world. Abstracts are important in the 

sense that they are used as the readers' doorway to view an article, 

journals' selection for contributions, and for conferences to accept or 

reject articles (Lores, 2004). Therefore, recent research articles are more 

likely to be accompanied by more and more informative abstracts that 

would enable them to get acceptance to internationally-recognized 

journals. This paper presents the move analysis of Abstract sections of 

three Scopus-indexed articles in social science from five high impact 

journals published from 2015-2017. Based on Swales' (1990, 2004) move 

structure model, this study aims to develop a description of the move 

structure in this corpus and introduce the available patterns and options. 

The findings of this study can help students and novice writers, especially 

those from non‐English backgrounds to facilitate their successful 

acculturation into their disciplinary community. In this article, we will 

present five useful moves which will assist you in your future article writing 

adventures. Basically, these five moves were developed based on a move 

analysis conducted on three Scopus-indexed articles. The findings show 

that there are certain criteria and strategies required, in order to achieve 

the writing ability.  

 The present study employed Pho’s (2008) move framework, which was adapted from Dos 

Santos’s (1996) and Hyland’s (2000) five-move pattern. According to this framework, five moves are 

involved: Situating the research (M1), presenting the research (M2), describing the methodology 

(M3), summarizing the findings (M4), and discussing the research (M5). Each move represents the  
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realization of a communicative purpose. In contrast to the other models, Hyland's (2000) model 

distinguished the writer's purpose from the introduction move, where it is often located. The sample  

articles were examined in terms of the type of Moves, Steps, and Sub-steps. Move can be defined as 

a communicative unit which carries the specific communicative purpose of a particular part of the 

text under study. A move may be realized by one or more subsequent elements called Steps. Prior to 

an attempt to analyse the texts, first, the whole articles were read to obtain a general idea about 

them. Identification of Moves was made on the basis of linguistic evidence and knowledge about the 

content of the text (Dudley-Evans, 1994; Nwogu, 1997). The identification of Moves and Steps in the 

corpus was done recursively. In other words, re-readings or re-analyses of any part of the RAs were 

carried out until the identification of the communicative units of Moves and Steps were satisfactorily 

done. The present study aimed at investigating the variations in the rhetorical structure of abstracts 

written. Four moves (Introduction, Purpose, methods, and results) were present in every abstract by 

all authors. These imply that all writers are aware of the importance of these moves in the abstract. 

The striking difference was found in the Discussion move. Some writers tend to include this one 

moves much more frequently compared to other writers. The findings of the present study could 

help writers in general in their academic writing. Hyland (2000) pointed out that the improvement of 

genre knowledge would help novice writers in becoming active members in their disciplinary 

community. Bhatia (1997) emphasizes the importance of genre analysis in providing useful 

information to writers by exposing them to a particular genre convention. The findings might also be 

a guide for writers in realizing the textual variations in terms of moves, moves' sequence, and the 

role of each move in the research abstract. In addition, the findings obtained from this study help 

authors to better understand the development occur in the RA abstracts in the Applied Linguistics 

field both linguistically and structurally. Through this awareness, writers will improve their 

opportunities to publish their research in high impact journals and discourse communities. 
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ABSTRACT  

            Indiyah Prana Amertawengrum dan M. Hum (2010) menyifatkan 

seseorang pengarang tidak terlepas daripada melibatkan teks-teks lain 

atau teks-teks terdahulu semasa proses menghasilkan karya. Hal ini 

menunjukkan wujudnya penglibatan teks-teks lain yang telah wujud 

sebelum penghasilan teks yang baharu. Oleh yang demikian, pada masa 

kini wujudnya karya-karya sastera yang membangunkan kembali 

watak-watak yang pernah wujud dalam naskhah agung sastera lama, 

cerita-cerita rakyat atau pun cerita-cerita lisan yang pernah kita 

maklumi sebelum ini. Sehubungan dengan itu, makalah ini akan 

membincangkan kajian-kajian terdahulu terhadap karya-karya sastera 

yang melalui proses hubungan antara teks atau intertekstualiti. Hasil 

penelitian mendapati terdapat banyak kajian hubungan antara teks 

yang telah dilakukan terhadap karya sastera yang terdiri daripada 

novel, cerpen dan puisi. Tuan Rusmawati dan Mawar Safei (2016) 

menyatakan bahawa proses interteks yang berlaku antara teks awal 

dalam hiperteks membuktikan hayat karya sastera akan terus 

berpanjangan. Secara tidak langsung, teks baharu merupakan 

perspektif penulis pada masa kini dari sudut yang berbeza. 

Kata Kunci: Kesusasteraan Melayu, Intertekstualiti, Penelitian Awal 
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ABSTRACT  

                Many types of written texts incarnate some kinds of interactions 

between writers and their readers. These papers concentrate on written 

media discourse to discover linguistic markers used by writers in order to 

develop as well as create such interactions. Hyland (2005) demonstrates 

that the model of interaction is achieved through the use of stance and 

engagement which are produced as two discoursal characteristics that 

affect writer-reader interactions. This research is an attempt to 

investigating the ways in which English and Arabic written media discourse 

express their position to reveal the procedures used by writers to bring 

readers to their work. Stance, according to Hyland (2005), refers to the 

"writer-oriented features" of interaction and concerns the ways writers 

comment on the accuracy of a claim, the extent they show their 

commitment to it or the attitude they want to express to a proposition or 

the reader. While, Engagement, on the other hand, refers to the "reader-

oriented features" of interaction and refers to a set of rhetorical strategies 

that writers use to bring potential readers into the text, focus their 

attention, anticipate their objections, and guide them to a particular 

interpretation (Hyland, 2001a, 2005a, 2005c; Fu,2012). It is noted that little 

attention has been paid before to focus on stance and engagement and 

their constituents in the written media discourse in both English and 

Arabic. Hence, this study can be considered an attempt to answer the 

following questions: What are the stance and engagement used in the 

written media discourse in English and Arabic?  To what extent does the 

written media discourse in English is different from the written media 
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discourse in Arabic in terms of the use of stance and engagement? On the 

other hand, this study attempts to identify stance and engagement used in 

written media discourse in English and Arabic and to investigate the extent 

of differences between written media discourse in English and Arabic in 

terms of stance and engagement.To this end, one English and one Arabic 

research article in one field of politics were interpreted to obtain the 

intended purpose of conducting this study, concerning the two concepts, 

using one marker from stance and one marker from engagement. 

 

Keywords: Stance, Engagement, Linguistic Markers, English, Arabic, Writers. 
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ABSTRACT  

              Kajian berkaitan estetik watak haiwan yang terdapat dalam sastera kanak-

kanak di Malaysia, khususnya yang terdapat dalam buku kanak-kanak. Pengkarya-

pengkarya moden seperti Siti Zainon Ismail, Khadijah Hashim, Yusof Gajah dan 

Mahaya Mohd Yasin telah menghasilkan buku kanak-kanak yang mempunyai nilai 

estetik dan keunikan yang tersendiri. Buku bergambar ialah buku yang mengandungi 

teks dan visual. Teks dan visual merupakan ciri yang penting bagi buku bergambar. 

Dalam sastera kanak-kanak juga terdapat aspek-aspek sastera yang sama dengan 

aspek-aspek sastera yang digunakan dalam bidang kesusasteraan, namun sastera 

kanak-kanak berbeza dengan kesusasteraan dari konteks sejarah dan hubungan 

sosial. Hal ini bermaksud walaupun sastera kanak-kanak berbeza daripada 

kesusasteraan, ia tidak semestinya mudah atau rendah nilai artistik. Oleh itu, sastera 

kanak-kanak mempunyai unsur estetika yang tersendiri. Objektif kajian ini adalah 

untuk menganalisis hubungan yang wujud antara teks dan ilustrasi dalam teks kajian 

, mengenalpasti sifat rasa yang ada pada watak haiwan dalam genre sastera terpilih 

dan menggambarkan bahawa estetika bagi sastera kanak-kanak perlu dinilai 

daripada aspek yang berlainan dan tidak sama dengan aspek estetika dalam 

kesusasteraan umum. Buku bergambar yang dipilih dalam kajian ini ialah buku untuk 

kanak-kanak berumur tidak melebihi 12 tahun yang mempunyai watak haiwan yang 

bercakap atau watak haiwan yang mempamerkan sifat ‘anthropomorphism’. 

 

Kata kunci: sastera kanak-kanak, estetika, anthropomorphism. 
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ABSTRACT  

              Information technology and communication technology have established 

interpersonal relationships in cyberspace. A strong collaboration between 

information technology, telecommunications, computers and a wealth of 

information has created social networking sites or Social Network Sites (SNS) 

such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and similar sites. SNS also facilitates the 

spread of language use and emotions designed for the male and female gender 

groups. Differences in identity will result in the differences in the use of patterns, 

methods, rules as well as the diversity of language and meaning. The purpose of 

this study is to identify the use of language that represents the emotional 

construct of the male and female gender on Facebook (Fb). A total of 10 active 

Fb sites written by groups of males and females, in the Malay Language, was 

randomly selected as data to be analysed. The methodology of the study was 

based on corpus research method as introduced in the Corpus Linguistic 

discipline. The initial findings of the study have indicated that the use of 

language that depicts the positive and negative emotions of the males and 

females gender groups in Fb do exist. This proves that sexual orientation is part 

of an indicator of language use that illustrates the emotions of male and female 

gender groups on social networking sites. 

 

Keywords: Facebook, Man, Woman, Emotion, Corpus. 
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ABSTRACT  

Mualaf merupakan golongan asnaf zakat yang perlu diberi perhatian dari 

segi bimbingan dan kebajikan bagi mengukuhkan akidah mereka serta 

mengamalkan ajaran Islam yang sebenar. Institusi zakat antara institusi 

penting yang menyediakan pelbagai bentuk bantuan supaya dapat 

menjamin kesejahteraan hidup asnaf mualaf secara berterusan, 

terutamanya dari aspek ekonomi.  Walaubagaimanapun, masih terdapat 

isu-isu berkaitan sosio-ekonomi mualaf seperti pengangguran, tiada 

sumber pendapatan tetap dan kemiskinan. Oleh itu, kajian ini bertujuan 

untuk mengkaji tentang pendekatan dan cabaran yang dihadapi oleh 

pihak Lembaga Zakat Negeri Kedah dalam meningkatkan taraf ekonomi 

asnaf mualaf serta respon mualaf terhadap program bantuan tersebut. 

Kajian ini berbentuk kualitatif dengan menggunakan kaedah 

pengumpulan data premier melalui temubual dengan Lembaga Zakat 

Negeri Kedah dan lima orang mualaf yang telah menerima bantuan 

zakat. Diharapkan kajian ini mampu dijadikan sebagai panduan dalam 

menambahbaik pendekatan pengagihan zakat pada masa akan datang.  
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ABSTRACT  

            Unsur Eufemisme sangat berkait dengan peraturan penggunaan bahasa 

yang bersopan dan beretika dalam komunikasi. Berdasarkan sorotan karya, ke 

banyakkan kajian eufemisme tertumpu kepada penggunaan bahasa dalam 

terjemahan, psikologi, pragmatik dan kerangka linguistik. Walau 

bagaimanapun, kajian eufemisme menunjukkan ketidakseimbangan dari segi 

penggunaan bahasa kerangka linguistik dan pragmatik. Kajian kerangka 

linguistik meliputi bentuk morfologi, sintaksis dan semantik. Manakala, kajian 

eufemisme aspek pragmatik meliputi bentuk fungsi dan norma. Tujuan kajian 

ini adalah untuk mengenal pasti jenis-jenis eufemisme dan menjelaskan 

pertalian eufemisme bentuk fungsi dan norma yang digunakan dalam novel 

terjemahan. Penyelidik telah menggunakan  novel terjemahan Twilight Saga 1, 

2, 3 dan 4 sebagai bahan kajian ini. Penyelidik menggunakan pendekatan Keith 

Allan dan Kate Burridge (2006) untuk mengelaskan unsur eufemisme, prinsip 

kesopanan Leech (1983) dan prinsip kesantunan Asmah (1980) untuk 

menjelaskan eufemisme fungsi dan norma. Penyelidik telah menggunakan 

kaedah analisis kandungan dalam menganalisis maklumat tersebut. Penyelidik 

telah mendapati unsur  eufemisme  dapat dikelaskan kepada 9 jenis serta 

wujudnya pertalian antara eufemisme aspek fungsi dan norma. Oleh itu, 

kajian eufemisme menjadi medium penting dalam menerapkan kesantunan 

berbahasa dalam kalangan masyarakat. 

Kata kunci: Novel terjemahan Twilight, eufemisme, Pendekatan Keith Allan 

dan Kate Burridge (2006) serta Leech (1983) dan Asmah (1980). 
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ABSTRACT  

         This study explores the linguistic landscape in a specific area in Pakistan. 

Linguistic landscape research involves studying the display of languages in public; 

on signboards, advertisement hoardings, street names, road signs and so on. It is 

a new field of study and much of the research has been conducted in recent 

years. A linguistic landscape is an interesting phenomenon to uncover social 

realities. This study will look at the linguistic landscape from an issue of power, 

politics, and ideology, specifically how the government imposes and maintains 

social order evident through signboards. The discourse of language and power will 

be investigated and will be linked to how power is enforced on people in the 

name of maintaining social order. The language of public signs will be observed 

critically by applying the framework of mediated discourse analysis. Mediated 

discourse analysis takes discourse as social action. According to Scollon (2003), we 

can only fully interpret the meaning of public texts by considering the social and 

physical world that surrounds them. This will be a qualitative study using NVivo 

where the signboards will be studied to find out power structures at the thematic 

level. It will be significant for researchers in the field of linguistic landscape, as it 

provides a new perspective of analyzing signboards that is to observe them by 

linking it to the issue of power. 

 

Keywords: Linguistic Landscape, Social Order, Language and Power, Language in 

Context, Mediated Discourse Analysis. 
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ABSTRACT  

             The language of contracts is very much restricted by the fact that it 

should be as precise as possible in order to avoid any misinterpretation.A 

corpus-based analysis was employed due to the large quantities of texts can 

be analysed with minimal effort. The aim of this research is to identify and 

analyse the moves found in Sale and Purchase Agreements (SPAs). The written 

Sale and Purchase Agreements (SPAs) were compiled into a learner corpus 

(COWSPA).Using the move analysis approach by Swales (1990;2004) and 

Bhatia (1993), the moves were tagged manually and a list of moves used in the 

SPAs were identified. Computer-Assisted Corpus Analysis (CACA) method was 

employed to complete the findings. A cross comparison was done by referring 

the findings with two specialist informants. Finally, 8 moves and 31 steps were 

agreed and found to be the moves and steps involved in drafting a SPA. These 

insights create a platform to further analyse the drafting process of SPA as 

well as to explore the language component in SPAs. 

 

Keywords: Corpus-Based Analysis, Sale and Purchase Agreements, Learner Corpus, 

Computer-Assisted Corpus Analysis, Specialist Informants. 
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ABSTRACT  

             Halal certification is the process of certifying products or services as 

pronounced by the Shariah law (Khan & Haleem, 2016). In providing the 

assurance to Muslim consumers on the halal quality, a system of the halal 

certification and verification is seen to be a key element. Halal principles are 

not isolated to the religious only but appeal as a healthy and hygienic cuisine 

style as people become more health-conscious. According to Hassan and 

Awang (2009), there are strong demands for Halal product in non-Muslim 

countries. The halal food industry is one of the fastest growing food industries 

and expected to increase further in the world market (Lada et al., 2009). 

Nevertheless, the non-Muslims are facing a huge challenge in adopting the 

halal standard implementation. This indicates that halal implementation is 

needed to ensure that the integrity of the halal product is safeguarded. This is 

because non-Muslim entrepreneurs will not take halal implementation as 

responsibility but more as business needs or gain trust from Muslim 

customers. The increasing number of non-Muslims dominating the food 

industry affects the status of halal food has become doubtful. In this respect, 

many cases of questionable of halal discourse have been reported in the mass 

media recently. This situation proved that the important current study should 

be conducting an analysis of the halal discourse focusing on the 

implementation of halal certification by non-Muslims in Malaysia. 

 There are some empirical studies highlighted the issues in halal industry among non-Muslims 

in food industry like Cadbury chocolates, namely the Cadbury Dairy Milk Hazelnut and the Cadbury  
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Dairy Milk Roast Almond (Arif&Sidek, 2015), the meat produces in a manner inconsistent with the 

rites of Islam and food ingredients intermixed with non-halal materials (Majid, Abidin, Majid &Chik,  

2015) and the abusing of halal logo (Salam & Othman, 2014).There are three research objectives in 

this study that firstly, identify the lexical characteristics reflecting the issues of implementation of 

halal certification by non-Muslim in the Malaysian Chinese online newspaper articles; secondly, 

examine the perceptions/ reactions of non-Muslim manufacturers reflecting the issues of 

implementation of halal certification in the Malaysian Chinese online newspaper articles; and third is 

to analyse the practice of implementation of halal certification by non-Muslims in promoting and 

strengthening inter-religious understanding in the Malaysian Chinese online newspaper articles.This 

study will use a qualitative descriptive methodology and discourse analysis. This study focuses on 

the model of religious discourse analysis proposed by Nordin (2015). The model proposes that 

holding on to Islam as a religion (religious adherence) is suitably referred to as a social process, while 

good deeds fit under discourse practice and text features. It is important to use an adequate and 

accurate framework that represents the ‘religious' element in the analysis. The negative influences 

of post-modernism and hermeneutics are avoided. The newspaper articles such as China Press, 

Nanyang Siang Pau, Oriental Daily News, Guang Ming Daily, and Sin Chew Daily are selected as the 

data sources. The texts are documented during the five years (2014-2018). This study is expected to 

demonstrate the importance and contribution to the field of discourse analysis of Halal. 

Furthermore, it shows the importance and contribution of language and linguistics analysis in further 

studies focusing on the implementation of halal certification by non-Muslims in order to promote 

inter-religious understanding in Malaysia. There isproved that the important current study should be 

conducting an analysis of the halal discourse focusing on implementation of halal certification by 

non-Muslims in Malaysia. 

 

 

Keywords: Halal Certification, Non-Muslims, Malaysian, Chinese, Online Newspaper Articles 
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ABSTRACT  

             Teachers are important elements of the education system. A teacher is 

a person taking and applying various decisions as to the ways in which 

teaching processes are implemented. The effectiveness of this process 

depends on the quality of the teacher. An effective teacher is the one who is 

able to demonstrate good teaching. This research investigates the relationship 

between teacher motivation and self-efficacy on teaching reading 

comprehension skills in secondary schools in Telangana State. Motivation 

refers to reasons that underlie behavior that is characterized by willingness 

and volition. Intrinsic motivation is animated by personal enjoyment and 

interest, whereas extrinsic motivation is governed by reinforcement 

contingencies based on the theory of self-determination. The current study 

aims to examine the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on teachers in 

secondary schools, and self-efficacy, as found in the social cognitive theory of 

Bandura teachers' self-efficacy beliefs, have been repeatedly associated with 

positive teaching behaviors and student outcomes. However, teacher efficacy 

has developed a storied history regarding construct validity and measurement 

integrity. 

 Study of teacher efficacy now stands on the verge of maturity, the role of self-efficacy in 

teaching and learning continues to intrigue researchers and practitioners. Previous research has 

provided empirical evidence in supporting the effectiveness of teacher self-efficacy, or the extent to 

which a teacher believes that he or she can influence the students’ outcome, in educational 

contexts. Reading ability in the early grades is crucial for late success in school and even beyond.  
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 Reading forms the foundation for other domains of academic achievement and children who 

fail to read well in early grades usually continue to do poorly in subsequent grades as per ASER 

report 2016 in India.Teachers’ self-efficacy is an important motivational construct that is positively 

related to a variety of outcomes for both the teachers and their students. This study addresses 

challenges associated with the commonly used ‘Teachers’ Sense of Self-Efficacy (TSES)’ measure 

across countries and provides a synergism betweensubstantive researches on teachers’ self-efficacy. 

An extensive research base on beginning reading acquisition and reading difficulties, developed over 

the past few decades, has important implications for the teaching of reading. Unfortunately, much 

of this research does not appear to be reaching teachers, whose knowledge is essential for scientific 

findings of reading to benefit children. 

 

Keywords: Motivation, Self-Efficacy Comprehension Skills, Secondary Schools, Telangana State, India 
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ABSTRACT  

               Vocabulary is the most important part of any language for learning 

and teaching. Vocabulary learning is a central part of language 

pedagogy (Alqahtani, 2015, Swain, 1985, Swain 1995). Hence, vocabulary 

development is an indispensable part of language learning (Alqahtani, 2015). 

Few studies revealed that student’s vocabulary errors are the most serious 

and disruptive obstacles to their communication (Gass, 1988b; Johansson, 

1978; Politzer, 1978, cited in Gass&Selinker, 2001). Hence, vocabulary 

development has been recognized by learners as well as researchers as an 

important aspect of learning and acquiring any new spoken language (Ellis, 

1999a).Dictoglass is known as a group or peers lexical-related cognitive 

problem-solving tasks followed by output production tasks (Swain, 2000). 

Many studies revealed that Dictoglass task is more superior than conventional 

methods (e.gShafaei& Abdul Rahim, 2015; Swain, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978; 

Webb, 2005;). Such strategy has been used by many researchers in order to 

deal with such problems (e.gBataineh& Younis, 2016;  Lapkin et al, 2002; 

Rahim &Shafaei, 2015; Swain &Lapkin, 2001; Zarei& Gilani, 2013). 

 Vocabulary development is a very important aspect of language learning and acquisition 

(Swain, 1985, 1995). According to her, the act of producing language writingand speaking can be 

considered in some certain circumstances like a major part of any language learning process Swain 

(1985, 1995). Some empirical studies had revealed that learner’s vocabulary knowledge is clearly 

correlated with their productive skills (Engber, 1995). The current study will take place in Libya 

among first academic year students in Sebha University Alhmali (2007) mentions that English is 

taught in Libya in all schools from the second grade after the 1990s and before that, it was taught at 

the age of eleven. He also adds English is the first foreign language which is taught in Libya, so 

English has a unique position inside my country. This study will be conducted to compare and  
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explore the effect of Dictoglass tasks and reading comprehension on ESL students’ vocabulary 

development through the lenses of sociocultural perspective. Many researchers recommended more 

studies to develop vocabulary knowledge for learners. For example, researchers should find more 

and appropriate strategies to develop learners’ vocabulary (AL-Shuwairekh, 2001; Salah, 2008; 

Saigh& Schmitt, 2012). In addition, Alqahtani (2015) stated that vocabulary has been neglected from 

the field of research for many decades. In other words, one of the biggest problems in El student's 

vocabulary learning is the difference between their productive vocabulary size and their receptive 

vocabulary size (Nation, 2013). Since vocabulary knowledge is an integral part of Language Learning 

(Zhang,2011) Arab students of English language (EL) face problems in learning new vocabulary items 

(khan2011). Many students also complain about forgetting the newly learned words (Nation2013) 

and problem in language production such as their vocabulary might be rich, but their language 

production remains poor (Swain,1985). In addition to that, few studies have compared the effect of 

Dictoglass Task learning and reading comprehension on second language vocabulary development 

(Zarei, 2012). 

 

Keywords: DICTOGLASS TASK, Vocabulary, ESL Students’. 
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ABSTRACT  

               Muhammad Uthman El-Muhammady merupakan nama besar dalam 

tokoh pemikiran Islam Malaysia. Beliau terkenal dengan gelaran intelektual 

Islam kontemporari. Penulisan ini berkaitan pemikiran akidah beliau yang 

melibatkan wacana arus perdana iaitu aliran Ahli Sunnah Wal-Jamaah. Dengan 

mengupas perbincangan berkaitan bingkai pemikiran arus perdana, ad-din dan 

Ruhaniyah Ahli Sunnah Wal-Jamaah telah dianggap memadai bagi mewakili 

pemikiran akidah beliau. Hasil kajian mendapati beliau adalah pejuang tegar 

aliran arus perdana dalam kalangan ilmuan Nusantara. Beliau merungkai 

penyelesaian dengan cara yang bijaksana menerusi ajaran al-Quran, al-

Sunnah, Ijma dan Qiyas. Pencerahan sahih dan jelas dapat menghindarkan 

seseorang Muslim dari terpengaruh dengan pemikiran agama dan falsafah 

moden. Hasilnya, keperibadian dan keintelektualan dalam pemikiran akidah 

yang di tonjolkan beliau adalah bersifat tradisional dan menolak akan konsep 

akhlak dan akidah Pasca-Modernisme. 

 

Kata kunci: pemikiran, Muhammad Uthman El-Muhammady, akidah, ahli 

Sunnah wal-Jamaah 
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ABSTRACT  

              The paper aims to examine the relationship of attitude, social influence, 

religious obligation, corporate image and knowledge; and to investigates the 

determinants of customer's intention to use Islamic personal financing by 

measuring the following factors: attitude; social influence; religious obligation, 

corporate image; and knowledge, on the intention to use Islamic personal 

financing. The Theory of Reasoned Action (Azjen and Fishbein, 1975) was used as 

a basis for this study. A survey approach has been adopted in this study while the 

data are collected via structured questionnaires. The questionnaire was 

distributed to 350 respondents of secondary school teachers from seven schools 

selected by random number generator in Alor Setar, Kedah. A structured question 

was designed where the data were analysed by using a t-test, ANOVA, correlation 

and multi-regression analysis using SPSS program. The data for this study are 

collected via structured questionnaires which are completed by 350 secondary 

school teachers in Alor Setar, Kedah. The finding shows a significantly positive 

correlation between attitude, social influence, religious obligation, corporate 

image, and knowledge. However, the analysis revealed only attitude, social 

influence, and religious obligation give a significant and positive impact on 

customer's intention to use Islamic personal financing. The paper reported a new 

finding on the area of the Islamic banking sector. Valid constructs had been 

developed in this study and a new variable i.e knowledge was utilized. Therefore, 

this study provided great contributions, implications and has recommended for 

financial institutions on how to improve Islamic personal financing. 

Keywords: Customer’s Intention, Islamic Banking, Education Institutions, Islamic 
Personal Financing, Secondary School Teachers. 
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ABSTRACT  

           This study aims to investigate the generic features used in a business 

correspondence written by the undergraduates of Universiti Malaysia 

Kelantan (UMK). The aim of this research is to propose a standard generic 

structure in writing a business email. The emails are gathered from their 

assignment comprised of two email-based questions; but, this paper will only 

analyse the generic structure of sales reply emails. Thus, a comparison with 

Bhatia’s promotional sales letter moves can be made. The methodology used 

in this mini-scaled investigation of the written communication is the 

Computer-Assisted Corpus Analysis (CACA) developed by Manvender (2011). It 

is analysed by using a genre-based technique introduced by Bhatia (1993). The 

particular moves and steps in both kinds of texts were recognised and 

categorised individually. The rhetorical structure of sales reply emails consists 

of three major moves: introducing product – product details – offering 

incentives, further realized in several steps. Although there are similarities in 

the moves applied by the students, there are also apparent dissimilarities in 

terms of the number and content of the moves as well as the contextual 

patterns utilized. 

Keywords: Moves Analysis, Promotional Genre, Sales Inquiry Emails, Written 

Communication, Corpus. 
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